barefoot Luxur y
A confident architectural vision has resulted
in a family home that is the ultimate synthesis
of sophisticated luxury and put-up-your-feet
comfort.
While designing a recently completed La Lucia house, the team from
SAOTA – Stefan Antoni Olmesdahl Truen Architects adopted the
phrase of ‘barefoot luxury’ in place of a prescriptive client brief. “The
owners wanted the end result to inspire that relaxed beach house
spirit epitomised by wet trunks on the sofa,” says Project Partner, Philip
Olmesdahl of the holiday escape for a family on the beautiful – and
sometimes tempestuous – North Coast.
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As one of South Africa’s foremost practices, SAOTA is distinguished
for creating habitats that are exceptional statements of modernity.
Architecture aficionados will instantly recognise the elements that have
becomes synonymous with the firm’s unique handwriting. There’s that
indoor-outdoor flow that somehow strikes a balance between elegant
formality and breezy nonchalance. A form that enjoys a strong dialect
with the landscape consisting of deceptively simple – but poetically
realised – spatial planes (in this case, two floating rectangular slabs
rendered in off-shutter concrete). The sensitive use of materials that
unites the man-made with the natural. The guarantee of several wow
moments. And an interior that, while reflecting the clean lines of the
architecture, has a fabulousness all its own.
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The property was a rare find: the last vacant site along the La Lucia
coastline. Its direct ocean frontage (which makes it vulnerable to the
occasional but potentially devastating storm) as well as the presence
of protected milkwood trees proved to be both a challenge and
inspiration for the SAOTA project team, consisting of Philip Olmesdahl,
Patrick Ferguson and Stefan Antoni. Environmental building approval
took almost a year, and a series of earth mounds had to first be
constructed on the beach to defend the site from any battering by
angry waves.
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From the street, the façade is an arrangement of closed walls that gives
no hint of what lies beyond. A sense of arrival is afforded by an austere
entrance flanked by two milkwood trees; the cinematic panorama is
only revealed as one enters the double-volume hallway. To highlight
that moment of connection, the architects clad the ceilings with
precisely aligned timber slats. ‘Not only do these soften the austerity of
the off-shutter material, but create a distinct directional focus towards
the view. The eye cannot help but be drawn to the seascape,’ explains
Patrick Ferguson.
The footprint is simple. Upstairs are the bedrooms, four of which
(including the master suite with private terrace) enjoy direct ocean
views and open onto a balcony that runs the length of the structure.
The ground level is one continuous space that extends onto the timber
pool deck. Here, a series of living areas takes in a terrace lounge and
laid-back dining area, kitchen, a formal dining area and formal lounge.
While the mood is not unlike that of a loft, each section is clearly
defined, achieved by the placement of columns as well as furnishing
that, though visually congruous, subtly declare their raison d’être
through form and materials. The flexibility of this space allows the
owners, their children and guests options of mingling at close quar ters
or enjoying solitary activities but in a shared and sociable environment.
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In choosing the finishes and palette, the principle of barefoot luxury
was the touchstone for both the architects and Mark Rielly and
Ashleigh Gilmour of Antoni Associates – the firm’s interior-design
division. There is the sand-coloured polished concrete floor, timber
that echoes milkwood trees and bleached driftwood, natural stone
accents, leather and grey linens, all anchored by soft neutrals and
pepped up with charcoal, teal and azure. Furniture is generous and
adornment understated.
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Unpredictable environmental conditions called for solutions that allow
for fluidity between indoors and out while preserving the views. The
front façade has thus been ‘wrapped’ with a series of bronzed anodised
aluminium screens that can be configured to cocoon the structure
entirely or in par t. Though devised as protection, the screens are
one of the home’s most striking features and display graphic reliefs
inspired by the milkwood trees. Ingeniously, the ‘milkwoods’ fully reveal
themselves when all the screens are shut. In addition, the upstairs slab
thrusts out over the lower terrace area, effectively creating a roof
so even with the doors thrown wide, the interior spaces still enjoy a
considerable measure of shelter, allowing this holiday home to always
just go with the flow.
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Architects: SAOTA – Stefan Antoni Olmesdahl Truen Architects
Project Team: Philip Olmesdahl, Patrick Ferguson & Stefan Antoni
Interior Decor : ANTONI ASSOCIATES
Project Team: Mark Rielly, Ashleigh gilmour & Staci kinnes
Photographs: karl beath
www.saota.com
www.aainteriors.co.za

A SUB-ZERO IS JUST A REFRIGERATOR,
LIKE A DIAMOND IS JUST A STONE
Iconic design. Enduring quality. Superior performance

www.sub-zero.co.uk
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